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TARGET
The Company Mister Pet has enrolled the dry grain free dog line branded Primordial and
the dry low grain dog line branded Vivere, with the following targets:
•

•

win the nr°1 quality award in Italy on their own products, in order to use this marketing lever
exclusively by product category on their communication actions in support of the award-winning
products, in next year’s course;
quantitative consumer test with target consumers, in order to understand the satisfaction level for
the tested products.
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METHODOLOGY
The performance test on the Mister Pet products Primordial and Vivere,
which was performed at central location and in home made modality
(where provided the administration of the product at home), involved
300 target users (owners of dogs). Each of the two tested products was
rated by 150 consumers.
The test performed by Marketing Consulting (Consumer test) was
carried out in June and July 2020, in collaboration with the sensory
analysis laboratory Veneto Agricoltura, affiliated with the University of
Padua.
A little sample of the product was administrated to consumers in blind
modality, accompanied by ingredients label. The palatability test was
performed on 98 dogs. At the end, each consumer was later asked to
evaluate the packaging of the tested product.
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The total sample is composed by 300 consumers in Area 2 Nielsen (Verona- Vicenza- Padova).

Gender
Age

The 77% of the recruited
sample declares himself
responsible for the
purchase.

On the total sample, the 65,7% of the recruited users declares himself owner of medium / large-sized
dogs, while, for the rest part, owner of small-sized dogs (the 34,3% of the sample).
* Total sample: 300 users

LABORATORY TEST
Appearance - KPI (blind test)

Appearance of kibbles: the histogram shows the assessment attributed to

appearance (scale 0-10) by both target users (both by the owners of
medium/large-sized dogs and the owners of small-sized dogs). Moreover, the
areograms show the assessment of the kibble dimension.

large size
total products

KIBBLE DIMENSION
large-sized dogs

small size
small-sized dog

Between the 2 tested brands, the most preferred colour is
the one darker of the Primordial.
* Total sample: 300 users

Too much small

correct dimension

too much big

LABORATORY TEST
Odor - KPI (blind test)

Odor of kibbles: odor is a performance indicator (KPI), that has
been rated on a discrete 11-point scale (0 poor – 10 excellent). The
histogram shows the average of the assessments attributed by the
300 consumers (150 users per product).

total products

* Total sample: 300 users

CURIOSITy: The odor given off by pet
food is one of the most critical
purchasing factors by consumers. In
fact, from a research carried out by
us in 2019 on a sample of 500 users
(owners of dogs and cats) between
northern and southern Italy, the 68,4%
of consumers declares himself not
incline to purchase a bad-odor
product again (ex: a too intense
odor), even if this results of excellent
palatability for their own pet.

LABORATORY TEST
Palatability - KPI (blind test)

Palatability: 98 consumers (49 users on Primordial and 49 users on
Vivere) were invited to administrate as test a little product sample
to their own dogs, at home, both alongside the usual food and in
total replacement, in order to evaluate its palatability degree.

Primordial

not palatable

not very palatable

Vivere

palatable

very palatable

absolutely palatable

The palatability level of the total tested products is very high: the 100% of the sample declares them palatable and the
most part of the sample is completely satisfied with the response of their own pet to this new food.
* Total sample: 98 users

LABORATORY TEST
Ingredients label - KPI (blind test)

Ingredients label: without showing the brand to which they belong, the

ingredients label was shown to the consumers, together with the kibbles (as it
appears on the packaging, accompanied by some additional information
that appears on the packaging itself).

QUALITY
JUDGEMENT

Primordial

poor

little

good

a lot

Vivere

excellent

Considering the ingredients label, each consumer expressed a judgement on the product quality.
Both products have been judged of very high quality: in fact, the most part of consumers consider
these products being of excellent quality (68% for Primordial, 52% for Vivere).
* Total sample: 300 users
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QUALITY AWARD requirements
Consumers have expressed a summary judgement on the global
quality of the product (scale 0-10) and on their intention of
purchasing a product like the one tested.
GLOBAL SATISFACTION

INTENTION TO BUY

total products

The line of products to be tested has respected the two requirements required by the QUALITY AWARD
Prize, with a global satisfaction of the 8,4/10 and a very high intention to buy, equal to the 97% of the
sample.
* Total sample: 300 users
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Like&Dislike WORD CLOUD

PRIMORDIAL
Immune system

Like

palatability

vegetables

grain free

VIVERE

Percentage of proteins
mixed proteins taste

Healthy food

odor

Natural ingredients

150 respondent users (the percentages are calculated on respondent
users): 89,3% healthy food, 73,3% ingredients, 50,7% vegetables, 46% grain
free, 31,3% palatability, 23,3% percentage of proteins, 20% odor, 18,6%
percentage of fresh meat, 16% mixed proteins taste.

monoproteic

meat taste

Healthy food
vegetables

palatability

150 respondent users (the percentages are calculated on
respondent users): 81,3% healthy food, 60,6% monoproteic, 48,6%
vegetables, 29,3% palatability, 26,6% meat taste.

Dislike

No significant dislikes are registered. In general, the two products register several positive comments,
which have been released spontaneously by consumers (with a great engagement, since the number
of respondents on both products is equal to the entire sample).

QUALITY AWARD
Awarded by consumers

QUALITY AWARD Prize
Since Primordial and Vivere products have obtained the requirements
required by the Award, (minimum rating of 7/10 in terms of average global
satisfaction and at least the 70% of the sample intentioned to purchase)
the Company will be able to use the QUALITY AWARD 2021 logo
throughout the year 2021, exclusively in its own product category (dry
grain free dog food and dry low grain dog food). This logo can be used
until February 2022.

LABORATORY TEST
Satisfaction for packaging

Completed the blind test, consumers were shown a double-sided image of the
packaging of the tested products, asking them to express their satisfaction and perceived
quality.

PRIMORDIAL

VIVERE

Intention to buy: 97,3%

none

little

yes

a lot

absolutely yes

satisfaction for packaging

Intention to buy: 82,6%

none

little

yes

a lot

absolutely yes

quality of packaging

For both products, the intention to buy expressed regarding the packaging alone is very high. For the Primordial, significant dislikes are not
reported (some users would prefer indications in Italian on the front, while some fruit represented, such as the pineapple, result dystonic with
the “primordial” image that you want to confer to the packaging). For the Vivere packaging, it has been reported that the back seems more
appealing than the front. About the 40% of the consumers judges the front of this packaging a little too simple and without an evocative
image that could attract attention.

* Total sample: 300 users
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APPROVED BY VETERINARIANS

The Primordial product has been
subjected to a sample of 30
veterinarians (product, packaging and
ingredients label).
The satisfaction index from this subsample
is very high: the recommendation to buy
is of 100% by veterinarians. Therefore, the
Company will be able to use the logo for
the QUALITY AWARD 2021 APPROVED BY
VETERINARIANS.

* Total sample: 30 veterinarians

Quality Award, abroad, is the
value of the quality awarded
by Italian consumers

#QualityAward
#PremioREALE
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